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The Focusrite ISA One Mic Pre is his go-to for bass, guitars and vocals, the Scarlett 18i20 rackmountable interface
is his all-in-one solution with the OctoPre extending it to 16 inputs, and the Scarlett 4i4 is his ultraportable interface
solution when traveling
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Wolbers travels a lot, and while he might not be doing as
much touring as he used to during the pandemic, he’s also
an avid carp fisherman, and the Scarlett 4i4 fits easily into
his backpack. “We have these bedchairs we use when we’re
fishing on the lake and I’ll pull out my laptop and work on

Christian Olde Wolbers uses:

1 x ISA One

1 x Scarlett 18i20

1 x Scarlett OctoPre Dynamic

Classic mic pre with independent DI

18-in, 20-out USB audio interface

Eight-channel mic pre with A-D/D-A
Conversion and analogue compression

1 x Scarlett 4i4
4-in, 4-out USB audio interface

About Focusrite Pro
Focusrite Audio Engineering has pioneered professional audio recording technology spanning almost three decades. Focusrite Pro, the company's professional
and commercial division, meets the demands of recording, post-production, live sound and broadcast professionals. It consists of RedNet, a fully modular audioover-IP solution, and the Red range, Focusrite's flagship multi-format interfaces, along with the heritage ISA range of microphone preamplifiers and analogue
signal processors. The solutions have been developed to meet the needs of the most demanding applications through a relentless focus on ease of use, quality
and reliability. Focusrite is based in High Wycombe, Buckinghamshire, with offices in Los Angeles and Hong Kong.
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